WATER TOWERS
KUWAIT CITY, KUWAIT
COMPLETED DECEMBER, 1976
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One of five mushroom tower groups; each group is
distinguished by number, height, and ornamentation.
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On the city's bay, the Kuwait Tower group
is regarded as a national landmark.

WATER TOWERS. Client: H.H. Sheikh Jabar AlAhmed; Ministry of Electricity and Water; Designers: VBB,
Prof. Sune Lindström, Joe Lindström, Stig Egnell; Björn &
Björn Design, Malene Björn. 1
Water in the Arabian Peninsula and Gulf area has always
been a precious commodity. Earlier in this century a single
perennial water-course supplemented by a number of wells was
sufficient to support Kuwait City's population. 2 However, in
times of water shortage and later when the sources within the
city could not supply the expanding population, water had to
be shipped from Iraq and Iran to reservoirs at the harbour.
From these reservoirs water was transferred to goatskin bags to
be sold individually to consumers at the suq. This method of
supply was adequate for household use through the first half of
the twentieth century, but was inadequate by the middle of
the century when prosperity through oil production led to an
increased population desiring a higher standard of living. In
response, the city provided itself with two seawater desalina
tion plants built between 1950 and 1953; distribution at that
time was handled by tank trucks. Further population increases
resulted in the need for a more efficient distribution system.
So in 1965 the Ministry of Electricity and Water commis
sioned the Swedish architectural and engineering firm, VBB
(Vallenbyynadsbryan), to develop and implement a plan for a
1. Kuwait City, Kuwait. Kuwait City's new water distribution
system was fully implemented in 1976.
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modem water-supply system for Kuwait City.
VBB first determined the existing demands. Their plan
then divided the city into six service zones, five of which were
currently occupied; one was a zone designated for future ex
pansion. The service zones were arranged according to alti
tude as well as to the location and density of population. The
number of ground-level reservoirs, pumping stations, and stor
age towers serving each zone would necessarily differ accord
ing to quantity of demand and distance from the desalination
plants. Furthermore, the height of the towers would vary as
needed to ensure adequate pressure. VBB's computer-controlled dual distribution system provides fresh and brackish
water through separate piping. 3 The fresh water supplies resi
dential as well as other needs requiring potable water. The
brackish water is used for a number of purposes including firefighting, washing, street cleaning, and irrigation. Kuwait City
can thus be enhanced by greenery with public parks and pri
vate gardens offering welcome relief from the desert environ
ment. 4
In December 1976 the new water distribution and storage
system was completed. The most visible aspect of the system is
the thirty-three storage towers. With a combined storage ca
pacity of 102,000 cubic metres, thirty-one of the thirty-three
structures are concrete mushroom towers. Erected within five
zones, the number of mushroom towers in any one zone varies
between six and nine. The two towers for the sixth zone,
know collectively as the Kuwait Tower, were specially de
signed for the Kuwait Bay promontory.

a landmark, conveying a sense of identity for its district while
contributing to the unity of the complete system and of the
city as a whole.
Two types of concrete structural systems are used in the
mushroom towers—and in the Kuwait Tower group: standard
reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete. The concrete
was mixed at each site using cement and local sand and gravel
collected in the desert. 5 The concrete work had to be of high
quality in order to make waterproofing unnecessary.
Tower shafts were constructed of standard reinforced con
crete, cast in place. (Construction of the mushroom towers
utilised a sliding wooden formwork; that of the Kuwait Tower,
a climbing formwork of plywood panels to achieve its tapering
profile.) The mushroom reservoir formwork was designed as
prefabricated elements which were assembled at ground level
and hoisted into place for the actual pouring. After casting
and prestressing of the shell, the formwork was removed, low
ered, and prepared for reuse. This cycle took fifteen weeks.
With the five sets of prefabricated reservoir forms available, a
shell casting was performed every three weeks at maximum
2. Tower group, one of five.
3, 4- The process of assembling the mushroom towers. Shafts were
poured in place. Storage containers were cast on site and then hoist
ed onto shafts with cranes.

Mushroom Towers. The mushroom tower groups are distin
guished from each other by variation in height, arrangement,
and colour. The grounds around the towers are treated as pub
lic open spaces with paving and planting. Each group serves as
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capacity. With this standardised system all thirty-one towers
were constructed rapidly and accurately, easily allowing for
the difference in height and number of towers in each group.
The conical shape of the mushroom reservoirs was a struc
turally economical design as well as being functionally appro
priate and aesthetically pleasing. The slope of the shell walls
was calculated to direct the forces downward from the shell to
the shaft continuously and uniformly. This constant and uni
form force thus generated low stresses, enabling a minimum of
concrete and reinforcing to be used. The relatively small size
of the reservoirs (each 3000 cubic metres) was economical,
since it facilitated the rapid, easily controllable pouring of the
shells, especially important in the hot Kuwait climate. The
5. Section through two mushroom towers, elevation of one mush
room group. The specific shape of the water tower assures a con
stant water pressure, and can be considered a major improvement
in water delivery technique.

inverted conical shape ensures delivery at a constant pressure,
even at lower water levels.
The Kuwait Tower. The sixth tower group was to be sited on
the tip of a small promontory jutting into Kuwait Bay." Due to
their special location Amir H.H. Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmed re
quested that the towers designated for this site be treated dif
ferently from the standard mushroom towers. VBB generated
ten design studies of which three were presented to the Amir.
Of these three one had been created by architect Malene
Björn. It was her striking design which was chosen.
The programme for the design called for a water storage
capacity of 9000 cubic metres. In addition, certain public fa
cilities were envisaged on this site, which was close to the city
centre. Reception and banqueting facilities, restaurants and
observation areas were all considered appropriate. The final
design has combined all these features in a magnificent sculp
tural grouping.

The general exterior appearance of the Kuwait Tower
group is enhanced by the careful composition of the three
towers. Two of the towers contain 4500-cubic-metre water
reservoirs; one of these also contains all the public facilities.
The composition is completed visually by a third needle-like
tower which houses lighting equipment to illuminate the
group at night—the illumination of the towers creates a spec
tacular nighttime scene.
According to the architect, the Kuwait Tower group refers
to ideals of humanity and technology, symbolised by the globe
and the rocket, respectively. 7 Reference to the Islamic past
through the minaret-like quality of the shafts and through the
multicoloured mosaic-like facing of the globes, recalling the
tiled domes of historic mosques and shrines, was a welcome
result of the completed design. Approximately 41,000 enam
elled steel discs cover the three spheres in shades of blue,
green, and gray. The discs are arranged in spiral patterns
around the spheres. On the larger tower the public spaces are
faced with special radiant-heat-reflective glass. The upper
globe is glazed across most of its surface with triangular pieces
of glass held in a spherical space frame of aluminium members.
The tip of each tower is covered with stainless steel and acts as

a lightning arrestor connected to the ground through the steel
reinforcing of the shafts as well as through the water piping
and copper wires.
The main tower is entered at the base through a reception
hall. Elevators transport diners and visitors to the first sphere.
A separate entrance and elevator are provided for the observa-

6. The Kuwait Tower lies at the tip of the Kuwait City waterfront.
7. Interior of observation/restaurant bubble.
8. The Kuwait Tower during construction.
9. Distribution network for fresh and brackish water.
10. Architect's concept sketch, plan of restaurant floor, and section of the Kuwait Tower group.
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tion deck and café in the top sphere. Arriving at the first
sphere the visitor walks out from the central shaft into a bril
liantly lit lobby featuring a curved marble stair. The lobby is
nonetheless dominated by the views through the encircling
wall of glass. Descending the stair, one reaches the restaurant
floor, which contains a restaurant seating ninety, a banquet
hall for sixty, a small room for private parties, and parts of the
kitchen and support services (the remainder of which are a
level below). Above the restaurant floor is the open indoor
garden area, reached by ascending stairs from the elevator
landing. This floor, the space of which is enhanced by its high
domed ceiling, is capable of accommodating receptions for up
to 400 people. The upper sphere also has two levels, contain
ing below an observation terrace and above a revolving café
with seating for seventy. From this level the other two towers
may be seen in their entirety.
The largest tower is one of the tallest structures in the
Middle East, rising 185 metres above ground level. From the
observation deck and rotating café, approximately 120 metres
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above ground, there are magnificent views over the city and
Kuwait Bay. The second tower stands 140 metres tall and the
third approximately 100 metres. It is easy when visiting the
Kuwait Tower to forget that below the restaurant floor of the
largest tower is a 4500-cubic-metre reservoir and that the sec
ond tower also contains a reservoir of the same capacity. The
group works as a landmark and symbol of the city and as a
public facility, while fulfilling its initial reason for being, to
supply water to the central city.
The Water Towers. The water towers of Kuwait have become
an accepted, important part of the urban fabric of the city.
Dominating the skyline, they are recognised and welcomed
for their functional importance and for their aesthetic enrich
ment; indeed, the Kuwait Tower has become a national land
mark. The water towers are as impressive technologically as
they are visually and symbolically. They represent progressive
structural and architectural design and create a unique, appro
priate monument for Kuwait.
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